Oenou Yi - Ktima Vassiliades
Repleteness overwhelms you as you stroll through Oenou Yi - Ktima Vassiliades winery. Built
between the hills of Afamis and Laona, the winery’s carefully looked-after privately owned
vineyards stretch as far as the eye can reach. Overlooking lush green slopes, where vineyards
ripen exploiting the region’s special terroir, as well as the deep blue sea of Limassol, Oenou Yi
- Ktima Vassiliades winery and its wines justify the long history of Omodos and Cyprus.

History...
A true-born son of Omodos, Christodoulos G. Vassiliades decided to exploit the inheritance of
his father and wine producer, George Vassiliades. As a tenth generation wine producer, he
revived the family tradition. With a creative outlook, he entered the magical world of
winemaking, ready to contribute to the glorious wine present of Omodos, making good use of
the past and aiming at the future.
At an altitude of 800 metres up to the peak of Laona and Afamis at 1,060 metres, Oenou Yi Ktima Vassiliades winery keeps the tradition of Mediterranean vineyard alive. The region’s rich
wine tradition is an unmistakable witness of the perpetually ideal vinicultural conditions that
form a century-old relationship. There, mountainous nature submits to the sedulous inhabitants
of Omodos until the fertile soil is transformed to a hospitable and fruitful land.

Honouring our heritage; continuing our tradition.
Omodos is our homeland!

The vineyards

The winery

Oenou Yi - Ktima Vassiliades fully exploits the special and unique terroir of Omodos at their
quality vineyards, where the most noble Cypriot and international varieties thrive. Priority is
given to the local Cypriot varieties of Xynisteri, Marathavitiko, Giannoudi, while also exploiting
the international varieties of Shiraz, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon.

Oenou Yi - Ktima Vassiliades winery combines high-tech equipment with practices suitable for
quality winemaking. Its specially designed reception and hospitality areas oﬀer visitors a unique
journey to the long Hellenic wine tradition of the land of Omodos. Properly designed
viniﬁcation, bottling and tasting areas are ready to provide an unparalleled experience, as every
loyal wine culture lover deserves a taste of the Omodos countryside.

Amphitheatrically planted vineyards spread their roots in rocky white limestone soil in search
of the most coveted moisture. Rocky soils are the ones bringing out the much sought after
mineral notes in wine. The fruit of mountainous vineyards diﬀerentiate from others, developing
more ﬂavourful ﬂesh, rich structure and strong acidity.
Respecting traditional practices, the winery utilises linear structures, which facilitate cultivation
methods, and the traditional Omodos scrap stone, thereby preventing soil erosion. At the end
of each summer, the vineyard, now full of daily care, rewards its cultivators with golden-green
and crimson fruit; the blessed grapes that will eventually become wine. Mountainous and sunny,
our wine encapsulates the authentic fabric of Omodos land in a glass.

Our power is the quality of our wines…
Our strength lies in our vineyards...

Under the slogan ‘Honouring our heritage; continuing our tradition. Omodos is our homeland’,
the winery perceives and favours the connection of wine to culture, giving it a prominent step
for recognition. History conferences and cultural events, school hosting, educational tours and
book publishing all contribute to the promotion of Cypriot culture.
Overlooking the lush green slopes of the area, where the vineyards that harness the unique
terroir of Omodos ripen, Oenou Yi - Ktima Vassiliades winery promises to entice you to a unique
encounter and an unmatched cultural experience.

Visit us!

Wine Tours & Tasting

PLAYIA Restaurant

• Monday - Sunday
10:00 am to 6:00 pm
(last tour at 5:00 pm)

• Wednesday - Sunday
12:00 am to 5:00 pm
(last order at 4:00 pm)

• Reservations are required for
more than 10 persons
(private tours).

• Reservations are required.

Please contact us at +357 25 446 000
or send us an email at bookings@oenouyi.wine
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